The Ultra Narrow Precision from SRES is a multi-functional product that can be used as a planter, a drill or a seeder. This precision machine was designed by SRES from numerous customer requests for a narrow row, precise seed spacing planter/drill. The Ultra Narrow Precision Planter has the ability to plant and space seeds from .5” to 15” apart and row spacing as narrow as 7.5” and up. This planter can be outfitted with any of the SRES control options (Strip, Classic, Classic Aire, Advanced and the Step 4) and like all SRES planters, the Ultra Narrow Precision is upgradeable.

The Ultra Narrow Precision Planter is the only planter designed for plot research that can precision space small seeds with this narrow of row spacing.

Visit www.sresweb.com/ultranarrow or scan the QR code for more details about the Ultra Narrow Precision Planter.